
ARTECO GLOBAL and 3S Pocketnet Technology are now partners

FAENZA, Italy – ARTECO GLOBAL, the leader in Video Event Management Software (VEMS) for the
Security Industry, is pleased to announce that it has been selected by 3S Pocketnet Technology
Inc., a leading camera manufacturer from Taiwan, to be a co-branding partner at the next IFSEC
exhibition in London from 17-19 June 2014.

“3S Pocketnet Technology is the perfect partner with whom we can work together to begin showing our
competitive advantage at IFSEC London”, commented Giampaolo Sabbatani, CEO of Arteco Global,who
also added: “3S is a growing partner, manufacturer of surveillance cameras with a worldwide presence,
whose cutting edge cameras  will be showcased on our leading VMS for the first time in London.  We are
proud to have this opportunity and look forward to working together".

3s Pocketnet Technology is also pleased to have Arteco as one of their 3rd party alliance members and
commented: “in order to bring all of our surveillance solutions under one umbrella in this fast growing
market, we have invited Arteco to join our stand at IFSEC, London this year to showcase the Arteco VMS
with us.”

Both companies look forward to developing a prosperous partner relationship beginning with the IFSEC
trade fair and trust it will lay the groundwork for future joint co-branding  initiatives.

About Arteco Global Founded in 1987, ARTECO is a global provider of Video Security products based in
Faenza, Italy with US operations in St. Louis, MO.   With a focus on Ease of Use and Resource
Management, Arteco’s Research and Development principles have united world-class video analytics
and video management software on a single-platform at competitive price-points to standard Video
Management Software (VMS) products.  Arteco views Video Analytics as an enhancement to the video
security experience and not as a costly addition or complication to standard video management.  Arteco
products are available through their dedicated team of certified Integrator Partners around the world.
Learn more information at www.Arteco-Global.com

About 3S Pocketnet Technology Inc. Founded in 2006; as a leading vendor in worldwide IP surveillance
market, we have been devoted to technology, production and sales of IP surveillance devices, with over
10 years of experience in research and development. 3S Pocketnet Technology provide a full range of
IP surveillance devices and comprehensive surveillance solutions for enterprises, public utilities and
home users. More information is available at www.3svision.com.tw


